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An adult should initiate any contact with the BB 

group and/or share on social media.

NOTES FOR 
PARENTS & CARERS

• Hidden Sports Worksheet

• Paper & Pen

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Put your brain to the test by taking on the ‘Hidden Sports’ 
challenge. Can you find them all?  

For this activity you’ll need to be able to see the hidden sports 
worksheet at the bottom of this pack. On the sheet are a series of 
sentences. All of which have a hidden sport within them. See the 
example on the worksheet to help you. Can you find all 10 hidden 
sports? Set a timer to see how long it takes you. 

TTake it further: Create your own hidden sports. Can you create a 
sentence which hides the name of a sport within it? Send the quiz to 
a family member or your BB group and see how they get on. Could 
your quiz be used in a virtual session run by your BB group? 

Share your score and your own hidden sports quiz with your BB 
group or post on social media using #BBatHOME.

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

GET LEARNING

15 MINUTES

READY 
TO GO

VIRTUAL

HIDDEN 
SPORTS



Example > Did you hear the owls hooting in the night?   (Shooting)

1)  My favourite floor covering is the rug by the fire in the hall.

2) The storm raged all across Europe.

3) Belarus quashed Latvia in the European championships.

4) Don’t grab owls by the beak.

5) Genghis Khan was a famous Mongol fighter and war lord.

6)6) Brexit may threaten Nissan jobs in the North East.

7) The auction includes the disc used to record the show’s opening night.

8) How do States such as Alaska rate the performance of President Trump?

9) Performance Colleges offer courses in dance and arts studies.

10) Tempo, loudness and musicality were taken into account at the talent competition.

Hidden Sports Quiz



1)  My favourite floor covering is the rug by the fire in the hall.   (Rugby) 

2) The storm raged all across Europe.   (Lacrosse) 

3) Belarus quashed Latvia in the European championships.   (Squash) 

4) Don’t grab owls by the beak.   (Bowls) 

5) Genghis Khan was a famous Mongol fighter and war lord.   (Golf) 

6) Brexit may threaten Nissan jobs in the North East.   (Tennis)

7)7) The auction includes the disc used to record the show’s opening night.   (Discus) 

8) How do States such as Alaska rate the performance of President Trump?   (Karate) 

9) Performance Colleges offer courses in dance and arts studies.   (Darts)

10) Tempo, loudness and musicality were taken into account at the talent competition.   (Polo)

Hidden Sports Quiz - Answers


